From
The Chief General Manager /Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula.

To
All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs (OP)
JE-I, Incharge sub-office in UHBVN.

Memo No: Ch-102/Billing-123
Dated: - 04.03.2008

Subject: - Installation of dedicated distribution transformer for LT industrial connection with connected load between 20-70 KW and NDS connection greater than 20 KW.

The instructions were issued vide sales circular no. U-45/2006 dated 12.07.2006 on the subject cited issue. Further the implementation of sales circular no. U-45/2006 dated was with held vide sales circular no. U-56/2006 dated 10.08.2006, the matter has been again reviewed in the meeting of board of directors held on 23.01.2008 and it has been decided to implement the proposal with the following revised guidelines there by superceding the provision of sales circular no. U-45/2006 dated 12.07.2006 and U-56/2006 dated 10.08.2006.

1. All LT industrial consumers and NDS consumers with connected load greater than 20 KW shall be provided with individual/dedicated distribution transformers. In addition existing and prospective industrial connections of Saw Mills, Ice factories, Ice candies, Ice cream units, Plastic items, Rubber items, insulating sleeves. Oil expeller, electroplating, Power coating, heat treatment, municipal committees, public health, Government Hospitals and Rice Mills shall be provided with individual/independent distribution transformers irrespective of their load.

2. The distribution transformers shall be provided with DT meter or the new transformers procured by CGMM/MM fitted with DT meter shall be used for the purpose.

3. The cost of the transformers, DT meter and other expenses of the scheme shall be borne by the Nigam.

4. The meter of consumer shall be installed at the premises near the gate and energy audit be undertaken by the concerned sub-division after comparing the readings on DT meter and consumer meter.

5. In future, the new connections of LT industries and NDS category (greater than 20 KW) shall be released with dedicated distribution transformer with meter as per above guidelines.

6. Concerned SE ‘operation’ will prepare the sub-division wise schedule for making compliance to the above instructions, so as to complete the work by 31st March 2008 and requirement of material shall be submitted to the office of CGM/MM

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and meticulous compliance.

General Manager/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula